NDIA Automatic Testing Committee
DoD ATS Designated Representative’s Report

DoD ATS Executive Directorate Office
Sept. 2018
DoD ATS Executive Directorate -- AMB

• CAPT Tom Dall replaced CAPT Brian Jacobs as Commander of NAVAIR PMA260 and as the DoD ATS ED

• Last DoD ATS Management Board (AMB) meeting was conducted 11 April
  – Reviewed each Service’s current and future ATS plans
  – Each of the active Joint Service IPT Chairs summarized their Team’s accomplishments and plans
  – Greatest discussion topics:
    • Meeting Cyber Security and Anti-Tamper requirements
    • Digital data transformation and Health Management impacts on ATS
    – Working group to report way forward recommendations

• AMB less focused on ATS policy but greater focus on leveraging technology investments and sharing information
Next DoD ATS Management Board (AMB) meeting scheduled for Monday afternoon of AUTOTESTCON 2018, National Harbor, MD

The new DoD ATS Executive Directorate public web site:
- The former web address http://www.acq.osd.mil/ats
- New address http://www.acq.osd.mil/log/MPP/ats.html
  - Becoming more complete – finally

Bi-Annual “Joint Services ATS Technology Industry Days” (“Quartz Watch”) is scheduled:
- 16-18 October 2018, Arlington, VA
- RFI announcement was posted FBO in April 2018
- Howard Savage POC for scheduling (561)309-9710

Still pondering your request to help with the cyber security challenges
Any Questions?